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large  monitorial powers, which they have retained at
Winchester and at Harrow, but have lost at Eton.
Such were the studies of Eton in her palmiest days, the
days of George III., when she possessed, in conjunction
with Christchurch, the undisputed privilege of training the
statesmen and rulers of England. We see that it is a
purely humanistic system, founded on the basis of Sturm,
but modified and rendered milder and more elegant by
the example of the courtly Jesuits, \?ho -were then the
favoured preceptors of the French. The great merit of
this system, with all its defects, was that everyone
believed in it. The energy of private tutors made up for
its more serious intellectual deficiencies, and the intro-
duction, by accident or design, of the principles of Locke
made the school a training ground for manliness and inde-
pendence of character • only a few discontented critics
wished for anything better. A clever boy began Latin at
six, and Greek at eight; from his earliest years he was
taught that a scholar and a gentleman were synonymous
terms ; he went to a public school at rfine or ten, or some-
times even at six: as he was examined in the classics for
entrance, his father stood by with tears in his eyes. His
Latin verses were the admiration of his school-fellows, his
English verses were as correct and polished as his Latin.
No one had any doubt as to the excellence of the product;
the supply was not large, but it was sufficient It was
enough to furnish a little culture to the Cabinet,
a little refinement to the Bar, a little learning to the
Church, and enough scholarship to schoolmasters to keep
up the yearly tale of Greek and Latin versifiers. All this
is now changed. Boys often do not begin Latin till the)*
are twelve, and, if we are to believe what we are told,
learn little Greek or none at all. They go to a public
school at the age at which, three hundred years ago, they

